A Mini-conference on 

Fiscal Competition and Fiscal Federalism 

Sponsored by 

The Institute for Federalism and Intergovernmental Relations (IFIR) and the 

Department of Economics 

University of Kentucky 

Lexington, KY 

Monday April 18, 2016: Room 311, Gatton College of Business and Economics 

8:00-8:30: Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30-8:45: Introduction 

8:45-9:45: Thiess Büttner (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg) “Commercial Land Use and Interjurisdictional Competition” 

9:45-10:45: Holger Sieg (University of Pennsylvania) “Estimating Dynamic Games of Electoral Competition to Evaluate Term Limits in U.S. Gubernatorial Elections” 

10:45-11:00: Coffee Break 

11:00-12:00: Marius Brülhart (University of Lausanne) “The Elasticity of Taxable Wealth: Evidence from Switzerland” 

12:00-1:30: Lunch and Building Tour 

1:30-2:30: John Wilson (Michigan State University) “A Model of School Finance Equalization” 

2:00-3:30: Marko Köthenbürger (ETH Zurich) “Do Electoral Rules Alter the Effect of Fiscal Transfers? Evidence from German Municipalities” 

3:30-3:45: Coffee Break 

3:45-4:45: David Wildasin (University of Kentucky) “Sales Tax Competition, Spatial Agglomeration, and the Internet” 

4:45-5:00: Concluding Remarks
RSVP
A Mini-conference on
Fiscal Competition and Fiscal Federalism

Please return this form to Katie Sanders by email katie.sanders@uky.edu or phone 859-257-5741. Note: Paper titles may change.

Name:_____________________________________________________________

Affiliation: __________________________________________________________________

Title (Graduate Student, Professor, Policymaker etc.):________________________

Email or Contact Information: __________________________________________

Please circle “Yes” if you plan to attend:

• The Sessions on April 18 YES NO
• The Conference Lunch on April 18 YES NO
• The Conference Breakfast on April 18 YES NO